Two important tasks that the visual system has to perform are determining the direction of motion and the spatial location of objects. It has recently been shown that the perceived location of an object moving in the frontal-plane is displaced along the direction of motion (e.g. Nature 397 (1999) 610; Vision Research 31 (1991) 1619). The aim of the present study is to examine the extent of this interaction between motion and perceived location. The observersÕ task was to indicate which of two vertically separated moving stimuli was closer. The two stimuli were presented at various relative disparity offsets. The stimuli consisted of moving dot patterns (optic-flow) that simulated either fronto-parallel motion (all the dots moved one direction) or motion in depth. Motion of the dots towards the centre of the stimulus simulated object motion away from the observer and motion of the dots away from the centre of the stimulus simulated object motion towards the observer. Results indicate that motion-in-depth information can bias perceived stereoscopic-based depth. Simulated motion towards the observer made the object appear closer to the observer than the depth signalled by the disparity information and simulated motion away from the observer made it seem further away. The results of this study, when combined with those of previous studies, show that motion can distort our entire three dimensional representation of space.
Introduction
The results of a number of recent studies indicate that motion information can affect the perceived location of an object (De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Hayes, 2000; Ledgeway & Hess, 2002; Matin, Boff, & Pola, 1976; Mussap & Prins, 2002; Nishida & Johnston, 1999; Ramachandran & Anstis, 1990; Snowden, 1998; Whitney & Cavanagh, 2000) . De Valois and De Valois (1991) showed that the perceived location of a GaborÕs static envelope was shifted in the direction of the motion of its sinewave carrier. Similar results have been found by Hayes (2000) and Ledgeway and Hess (2002) . Nishida and Johnston (1999) and Snowden (1998) extended this finding by showing perceived location can be offset in the direction of local-motion signals even when those motion signals are in the form of a motion after-effect. Finally, Whitney and Cavanagh (2000) have shown that motion signals spatially offset from an object can also affect the objectÕs perceived location.
The proposed neurological basis for the effect of motion on perceived location are cells that encode both motion and spatial location e.g. the retinotopically organised, motion sensitive cells in cortical area V1 (Nishida & Johnston, 1999; Whitney & Cavanagh, 2000) . All of the previous studies that have investigated the interaction between motion and spatial localisation signals have exclusively focused on motion and spatial localisation within the fronto-parallel plane. However, motion cells are also sensitive to binocular-disparity (depth) information. For example, cells in cortical area MT (V5) are selectively tuned to binocular disparity (DeAngelis & Newsome, 1999; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983) and it has been shown that microstimulation of these cells can affect, in the expected manner, the perceived depth of moving and static stimuli (DeAngelis, Cumming, & Newsome, 1998) . It is possible, therefore, that motion-in-depth signals may affect the perceived depth of an object.
The aim of the present study is to determine whether motion-in-depth information can affect the perceived depth generated by binocular-disparity information. We investigated this question by getting observers to perform a depth discrimination task between two random-dot optic-flow motion patterns that were stereoscopically offset relative to each other. The motion simulated was fronto-parallel (all the dots moved vertically upwards or downwards) or motion in depth, either forward motion (the dots moved radially away from the centre of the stimulus) or backwards motion (the dots moved radially in). If an interaction between motionin-depth and stereoscopic-depth processing does occur, then it would be expected that forward motion would bias perceived depth towards the observer and backward motion would bias it away from the observer.
Methods

Observers
Three observers were used in the present study, one of the authors (ME) and two observers who were na€ ı ıve with respect to the aims of the study. All observers had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity (as tested with a Snellen acuity chart) with no history of visual disorders.
Apparatus and stimuli
The stimuli consisted of two random-dot optic-flow motion sequences, one above and the other below a fixation dot. Each motion sequence consisted of eight image frames. The duration of each frame was 50 ms, with no inter-frame interval, giving a total stimulus duration of 400 ms. A spatial step size of 0.3 deg was used, resulting in a speed of 6 deg/s. Each dot was circular and subtended 0.2 deg of visual angle. Each motion frame contained 100 dots within a circular region 8 deg in diameter, resulting in a dot density of 2.0 dots/ deg 2 . The viewing distance was 0.5 m. Each dot lasted for the entire 8 frames of motion unless it moved outside the circular stimulus region, in which case it wrapped around. Three types of motion were simulated: frontoparallel, in which all the dots moved either up or down; forward motion (motion towards the observer) in which the dots moved radially away from the centre of the stimulus; and backward motion (motion away from the observer) in which the dots moved radially towards the centre of the stimulus. The luminance of the background was 50 cd/m 2 and the dots, defined by a luminance increment, had a Weber contrast of 20%. Stereoscopic depth was generated by presenting different images to each eye via Cambridge Research Systems FE-1 ferro-electric goggles.
The stimuli were displayed on a Clinton Monoray monitor, which was driven by the framestore section of a Cambridge Research Systems VSG 2/5 (providing 8 bit luminance resolution), in a host Pentium computer. The rapid phosphor decay of the monitor resulted in no bleed through of the images between the left and right eyes. Observer responses were recorded via a button box. The monitor had a refresh rate of 120 Hz, which resulted in a refresh rate of 60 Hz for each eye.
Procedure
The task of the observer was to indicate the depth of the upper motion stimulus relative to the lower one. A method of constant stimuli was employed, using 13 disparity values. In 12 of them, one of the motion stimuli was offset in depth while the other stimulus was kept at the fixation depth (no disparity). In the first six conditions, the upper stimulus was offset in depth; either towards the observer (crossed disparities of 5 0 , 10 0 or 15 0 ) or away from the observer (uncrossed disparities of 5 0 , 10 0 or 15 0 ). The next six conditions were the opposite of these (lower stimulus offset in depth, upper one kept at the fixation depth) and in the 13th condition neither of the stimuli were offset in depth (both the upper and lower stimuli were at the fixation depth). Three different motion combinations were used: (A) FP-FP condition, fronto-parallel motion (motion either up or down) in the upper and lower stimuli; (B) FW-BW condition, forward motion in the upper and backward motion in the lower position; and (C) BW-FW condition, backward motion in the upper and forward motion in the lower positions (see Fig. 1 ). The observerÕs task was to indicate perceived depth of the upper stimulus relative to the lower one. Note that all motion-in-depth stimuli did not contain a speed gradient and consisted of purely radial motion, regardless of the disparity offset of the stimuli. This was done in order to remove these features as potential cues to the relative depth of the stimuli. 
Predictions
In the FP-FP condition, the motion of the upper and lower stimuli are in the fronto-parallel plane. Consequently, these motion signals should not affect the perceived depth of the stimuli. The perceived depth of the stimuli should be affected only by the relative disparity of the stimuli. This condition can be considered a baseline condition. In the earlier studies, the change in perceived position induced by the motion was in the same direction as the motion itself (e.g. De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Hayes, 2000) . Thus if there is an interaction between motion-in-depth and stereo-depth processing, then motion simulating forward motion (radially expanding motion) should offset the perceived depth of the stimulus towards the observer and backward motion Fig. 2 . Experimental results. The percentage of the time the upper stimulus was seen as near is plotted against the disparity of the stimulus. For each observer, two graphs are shown. The upper-stimulus graph shows performance when the disparity of the upper stimulus was varied and the lowerstimulus graph shows performance for the disparity of that stimulus was varied.
(radially contracting motion) should offset it away from the observer. Consequently, as compared to the FP-FP baseline condition, observers in the FW-BW condition should show a greater tendency to perceive the upper stimulus as being closer than the lower stimulus. The opposite effect should occur for the BW-FW condition.
Results and discussion
The results for the three observers are shown in Fig. 2 . Performance, the percentage of times the observer saw the upper stimulus as being closer than the lower one, is plotted against the disparity of the stimuli. Error bars indicate plus and minus one standard error of the mean. For each observer, two graphs are presented. The first graph (upper stimulus) shows performance when the upper stimulus was offset in depth, either towards (near depth) or away (far depth) from the observer. The second graph (lower stimulus) shows performance when the lower stimulus was offset in depth. The results for all of the observers show that motion-in-depth information can offset perceived depth in the manner outlined above: simulated forward motion offsets the perceived depth of the stimulus towards the observer and simulated backwards motion offsets perceived depth away from the observer.
For the FP-FP condition, the perceived (relative) depth of the upper stimulus is consistent with the disparity of the stimuli; except when both stimuli had zero disparity for which observers could show a perceived depth bias (e.g. observer ME). Compared to this reference condition, observers showed a greater tendency to perceive the upper stimulus as being closer in the FW-BW condition, i.e. the forward motion of the upper stimulus shifted its perceived depth towards the observer, and the backward motion of the lower stimulus shifted the perceived depth further from the observer. The motion-in-depth information increased the likelihood that observers would see the upper stimulus as being closer both when the disparity information placed it further away than the lower stimulus (i.e. upperstimulus graph, far depth and lower-stimulus graph, near depth) and when the disparity information placed the upper stimulus closer (upper-stimulus graph, near depth and lower-stimulus graph, far depth). The latter pattern of results is most noticeable for observers JG and DL because they were less sensitive to depth in the FP-FP condition. Similarly in the BW-FW condition, observers were less likely to perceive the upper stimulus as being in front of the lower one. Whitaker, McGraw, and Pearson (1999) showed that radial motion can affect the perceived size of objects. Radially expanding circular-symmetric Gabors tend to look larger than their actual size and contracting ones look smaller. While the random-dot stimuli used in the current study were chosen, in part, to minimise the effect of differences in the perceived size of the stimuli, it is possible that variation in their perceived size still occurred and that this may have contributed to the current results. To check for this possibility a control study was conducted. First the effect of motion direction on the perceived size of the dot patterns was established. Fig. 3 shows the results of a size matching experiment for paired fronto-parallel stimuli (FP-FP) and backward and forward stimuli (BW-FW). Size discrimination for the FP-FP condition is highly accurate. For the BW-FW condition, however, the dot field simulating backward motion was perceived to be about 10% smaller than the one simulating forward motion. In this experiment the fixation dot was retained but the vertical location of the stimulus fields were randomly varied over the range plus and minus 0.85 deg to prevent the proximity of the edge of one of the dot fields to the fixation point being used as a cue to its size. Depth discrimination performance was retested for the BW- Fig. 3 . Results of a size matching experiment for ME. The percentage of the time the upper stimulus was seen as larger is plotted against the relative sizes of the upper and lower stimuli. The upper graph shows results when the upper stimulus was varied in size and the lower graph shows results when the size of the lower stimulus was varied.
Effect of perceived size?
FW condition under two size conditions: the aperture sizes were either the same (1:1) or the aperture of the BW stimulus 10% larger (1.05:0.95). The results are shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, the results for the two BW-FW conditions are essentially the same, indicating that differences in perceived size did not contribute to the present results. It should be noted that there was a tendency for the perceived size of the backward-motion stimulus to occasionally appear to decrease over the duration of the motion. This effect may have contributed to the magnitude of the present results, though, of course, change in size is a major cue to motion in depth and there appear to be specialised motion units tuned to it (e.g. Regan, Beverley, & Cynader, 1979) .
Conclusions
Radially flowing patterns produce a vivid sensation of motion in depth (e.g. Gibson, 1979; Warren, 1998) . The results of the present study indicate that motionin-depth signals, in the form of optic-flow patterns, also affect the perceived depth of the moving objects. Forward motion (radially expanding optic-flow patterns) offsets the object towards the observer and backward motion (radially contracting optic-flow patterns) offsets the object away from the observer. A number of previous studies have shown that unidirectional (frontoparallel) motion can offset the perceived spatial location of objects in the direction of that motion (De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Hayes, 2000; Ledgeway & Hess, 2002; McGraw, Whitaker, Skillen, & Chung, 2002; Nishida & Johnston, 1999; Snowden, 1998; Whitney & Cavanagh, 2000) . The present study extends these findings by showing that perceived depth can also be affected by motion. These studies, taken as a whole, show that motion can distort our entire three dimensional representation of space. These findings of an interaction between motion and spatial-localisation processing also argue against a narrow view of modularity of function in the visual cortex. Similarly problematic interactions for previous ideas of modularity have been found between motion and form (Geisler, 1999; Ross, Badcock, & Hayes, 2000) and colour and luminance in motion processing (Edwards & Badcock, 1996) . The findings support the notion that particular stimulus attributes are relevant to many different visual tasks and are therefore processed in many difference cortical areas (Burr, 1999; De Yoe & Van Essen, 1988; Lennie, 1998) .
The present results are consistent with previous studies that have shown that cortical areas V5/MT and area MSTd are selectively tuned to both motion (including optic-flow patterns) and binocular disparity (Lagae, Maes, Raiguel, Xiao, & Orban, 1994; Roy, Komatsu, & Wurtz, 1992; Saito et al., 1986) and that the activity of V5/MT cells affects the perceived depth of objects (DeAngelis et al., 1998) . However, as noted by a number of researchers (e.g. McGraw et al., 2002; Nishida & Johnston, 1999) , it is currently uncertain whether the actual distortion of perceived position occurs in V5/MT or whether it occurs in V1 in response to feedback from V5/MT.
Perceptual distortions of space are not limited to those induced by motion. The perceived location of an object can also be displaced when other objects are placed nearby (Badcock & Westheimer, 1985; Kohler & Wallach, 1944; Rivest & Cavanagh, 1995) . While the utility of these perceptual distortions are not clear, the potential utility of motion-induced illusory displacements can be more easily envisaged. As has been noted by many researchers (e.g. De Valois & De Valois, 1991; Nijhawan, 1994; Ramachandran & Anstis, 1990) , the accurate aiming of motor events requires a precise estimate of an objectÕs location and the illusionary motion-induced displacement seems contrary to this requirement. However, it is possible that these distortions assist in a form of motor prediction because a movement aimed in the perceived location of the target would be in front of the object along its given trajectory. This extrapolation along the motion path may assist in compensating for temporal lags in the visual and motor systems. The detailed consequences of such a view still require testing but the evidence that objects are displaced along the trajectory of their motion, in all three dimensions, is compelling.
